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With a rich variety of terrain, adventure-lovers will find any outdoor sport under the sun. In summer,
many seaside and mountain resorts offer the favorites such as swimming, waterskiing and parasailing.

Diving and snorkeling are is also very popular. You can explore Roman and Phoenician ruins off the coast
of Saida (Sidon), Jbail (Byblos), or Sour (Tyre) or the wreckages of a World War II submarine at Khaldé,
south of Beirut.
In addition, Lebanon offer mountain biking, guided hikes, rock climbing, rafting, archery, orienteering,
and camps or other multi-day outdoor excursions throughout the year. In the winter, you can add
downhill skiing, snowboarding, snowshoeing and cross-country skiing across Lebanon’s snow-capped
mountains to the list of adventure activities.
For those seeking serious adventure and adrenaline, why not explore Lebanon from the air by
paragliding or rock climbing. Caving in Lebanon is another unique experience that definitely should not
be missed.
The real draw during the winter, however, is Lebanon's winter sports. With six ski resorts catering to
skiers and snowboarders of all skill levels, and kilometers of backcountry cross-country and snowshoe
trails waiting to be explored, Lebanon has something for everyone.
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WINTER ACTIVITIES

Skiing
Lebanon has six ski resorts with groomed slopes,
catering to skiers and snowboarders of all levels.
Beyond the skiable domains await you kilometers
of cross-country skiing and snowshoeing trails
waiting to be discovered; Lebanon has something
for everyone. Each of the ski resorts has a different
flavor; however, it is Mzaar Kfardebian that offers
world-class infrastructure and facilities for the
tourists. The Cedars resort is ideal for nature
getaway seekers, and Laqlouq is suitable for
families with levels up to intermediate.
Where to ski:
Laqlouq
Mzaar kfardebian
The Cedars
Faqra
Zaarour

Snowmobiling

You will explore the nearby Mzaar hills by
snowmobile and get an overview of the resort and
of Faraya village.
This package is ideal for groups (2 person per
machine). The guide will lead the way to one of the
most scenic spots on the mountain.

The whole experience takes around 1 hour including
preparation.
Where to go snowmobiling:
Faraya Village
Mzaar Kfardebian
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SUMMER ACTIVITIES

Surfing
While Lebanon may not be an obvious choice as a
surfing destination, its popularity is growing. Its waves
are modest, but the community's passion is strong.
Off the Mediterranean coast of Lebanon lies a seaside
town that locals call the "7-kilometer playground.“
Known for its sandy beaches, the ancient beach town
Jiyeh is a rarity along the country's long, rocky
coastline.
The beach is 4-miles long, consisting of clear water
and shallow reefs -- which generate attractive wave
setups.
Where to go surfing:
Jiyeh

Waterskiing
Who says we wait for water to solidify to ski? Feel
the breeze rushing through your hair and the faint
drops of water landing on your skin as they
spontaneously bounce off the edges of your skis.
Walk on water, run and jump on water, slide, toss
and flip. Whatever action you take you're on top of
the world...well the marine world at least.

Where to go waterskiing:
Movenpick Resort Hotel
Jounieh Beaches
Byblos Beaches

Jet Ski

Get to hit the water surface with high-speed
maneuvers in the fastest jet boat out there.
Located at Movenpick Hotel & Resort in the heart of
Raouche, jounieh area and other places. We offers
adventure-lovers a dynamic yet safe atmosphere in
order to develop your water sport skills or acquire
new ones.
Where to Jet ski:
Edde Sands
C Flow
Green Beach
Movenpick Beach

Parasailing
As far as thrills go, parasailing is a simple enough
concept: 1, 2 or 3 passengers attached to a parachute
fastened to a motorboat cruise in the air as the boat
glides on the water.
You can flap your arms all you want but they will never
lead to flight. Get your head into the clouds and take off
to the sky for a new perspective of the Lebanese
coastline.
Boat ride lasts 25 minutes, parasailing experience 10
minutes.
Where to go parasailing:
Movenpick Resort Hotel
Jounieh Beaches
Byblos Beaches

Jet Pack
Have you ever dreamed that you were flying?
Finally, technology has caught up with fantasy!
Jet Pack is the ultimate water sport adventure that
will provide you the new, safe and fun adventure. It
is like skydiving, jet skiing, parasailing and scuba
diving all rolled into one. Feel the supreme thrill of
launching into the air and soaring like a superhero
on this jetpack adventure.
Where to Jetpack:
Movenpick Beach
Anfeh Marina
Edde Sands
C Flow
Green Beach

Hoverboarding
Hoverboard is a wakeboard with a highpowered water jet at its rear, this Hoverboard
attaches to your personal watercraft (jet ski)
with a long hose, propelling you up to 16 feet
above the water, at speeds of up to 16 miles
per hour. Once you're set up, you can perform
wild aerial tricks like flips, spins, summersaults
and more, or just rip across the water!
Where to Hoverboard:
Jounieh Bay

Summer Season:
June – September

Scuba Diving
Unveil the secrets of the Mediterranean by exploring
Lebanon’s waters.
Diving is extremely popular and is one of the fastest
growing sports in Lebanon. There are approximately 25
dive centers along the 180 miles of Lebanese coast and 4
in Beirut itself.
The water temperature is an extremely pleasant from
June-September at 27-30C and drops to around 18C in
the winter so diving all year round is possible.
Although coral is completely absent near the coast of
Lebanon, the many sea wrecks scattered around the
coast make diving in Lebanon worth an excursion.

Where to do scuba diving:
Raouche
Batron
Jounieh
Tripoli
Sidon

Rappelling & Escalading
Lebanon is one of the few places in the Middle East to offer
a broad range of mountain climbing activities, from
relatively easy summit climbs and technical peak ascents, to
bouldering, rappelling and adventure climbing. Limestone
mountains, beautiful scenery, and easily accessible climbs
welcome climbers to Lebanon.
Very few countries offer such great climbing located near
such interesting cultural and historical attractions as
Lebanon. For experienced climbers with their own
equipment, topographic maps of climbing routes can be
obtained. We can also organize a variety of guided
rappelling and mountaineering trips throughout the
country, accessible for relatively fit travelers of all skill
levels.

Where to rappel and escalade:
Wadi Qannoubin
Baatara Gorge Waterfall
Tannourine
Laqlouq
Aaquora

Whitewater Rafting
Whitewater is an outdoor sport that seduces natureoriented people as well as the ultimate thrill seekers.
Strap on your life jacket and paddle the waters of the
Assi River, surrounded by beautiful nature.
Rafting is an ideal water sport for groups and families
as it combines sports, adventure with a lot of fun
and excitement. At Assi River, rafting is given on two
levels, one is for family and kids considered as
beginners, and another for advanced rafters.
Qualified trainers accompany each rafting group,
giving them a general session before starting.
Participants are provided with paddles, life-jackets,
and helmets assuring safety.
Where to go rafting:
Assi River, Hermel

Caving
A mountainous and rocky country composed primarily of
limestone, Lebanon offers exciting opportunities for caving.
Over 400 caves, caverns, and sinkholes are scattered
throughout the country, offering something for everyone,
from the expert spelunker to the first timer.
Most caves are concentrated in the Mount Lebanon region,
stretching from north to south in the center of the country.
The most popular of caves include the Jeita Grotto, with its
huge caverns and underground lakes, and the enormous and
intricate Afqa Grotto, source of the Adonis River where
legend has it Adonis and Aphrodite exchanged their first
kiss.
Lebanon’s largest sinkholes are concentrated in the northern
Mount Lebanon region, especially near Laqlouq and
Tannourine.

Where to Caving:
Jeita Grotto
Afqa Grotto
Roueiss Grotto
Baatara Gorge Waterfall
Laqlouq

Camping
More and more camping options are emerging in Lebanon
and many existing sites are simply spectacular. Campers can
set up their tents overlooking the sea north of Jbeil (Byblos)
and walk down from their site to the Mediterranean for a
swim and some snorkeling. Alternatively, campers can
retire in the Adonis Valley, home of the legendary frolicking
of Adonis and Aphrodite of Greek mythology.
Lebanon offers numerous campsites and eco- loges that
have fully supported facilities catering to groups and
families. These include platform tents or bungalow-style
lodging, meals, and organized recreational activities such as
hikes and mountain bike rides.
Where to camp:
The Cedars
Faraya
Ehden
Amshit
Baakline
Summer Season:
June – September
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YEAR ROUND
ACTIVITIES

Paragliding

Located at 500m above sea level, the Harissa
mountain take-off site offers a panoramic view of the
Mediterranean sea; landing is achieved directly below
on the coast of Maameltain.
Flights are possible everyday from 14:00 till 18:00. The
whole experience takes around 1 hour including
preparation where the flight is around 20 minutes.
A professional paragliding instructor flies you all the
way to ensure you will witness a smooth and
memorable experience.
Where to go paragliding:
Harissa, Jounieh
The Cedars
Horsh Ehden Reserve

Hiking
The Lebanon Mountain Trail is the first long distance
hiking trail in Lebanon; a 470km path from north to south
showing the diverse landscapes, food, and culture of
Lebanon. Hiking can be done year round in different
regions of the country.
It is a chance to discover the archaeological and historical
remains of the different civilizations that crossed Lebanon,
that we, Lebanese, wouldn’t have imagined existed. It is a
way to experience the agriculture and healthy rural food
specialties, and to meet hospitable people, from different
communities accommodating travelers and introducing
them to Lebanese culture.

Where to hike:
Al Ammmouaa Forest
Bentael Nature Reserve
Mount Sannine
Qadisha Valley
Baatara Gorge Waterfall
Chouf Biosphere Reserve
Adonis Valley
Qornet El Sawda

ATV Quad Mountain Safari
It just doesn't get anymore fun and adventurous than
this! Lets put the helmets ON and head to an
adventure full of thrill and amusement.

You’ll navigate your way on remarkable mining tracks
through the mountains, enjoying breathtaking
sceneries and experiencing the serenity of the natural
peaks and valleys.
Our guides are qualified professionals and are
dedicated to make your ATV tour a memorable time.
Don't Forget to bring a camera to capture all the
beauty and the fun.
Where to do ATV quad mountain safari:
Faraya
Bekaa valley
The Cedars
Zaarour

A warm welcome from Lebanon, we hope to see you soon
Al-Awael Travel & Tourism… It’s all in our name!
Kalot Center, 5th Floor / Sami El Soleh Street, Badaro
P.O. Box : 13-5271 Beirut – Lebanon
Tel : +961 1 383 014/015/016
Fax : +961 1 382 235
Mob: +961 71 274 335 / +961 3 110 161
E-mail: info@alawael-travel.com
Web: http://www.alawaeltravelandtourism.com

